
Tequila & Mezcal

Tequila
history

• 16C Spanish arrived with distillation knowledge
• 1795 Cuervo licensed to start agave distillation
• 1821 Mexican Independence, free of Spanish control, producers free to 

expand production, growing popularity, becomes national symbol
• 19C distillation boom, especially around town of Tequila, State of Jalisco, 

where blue agave thrives
• 1870s first tequila exported

⁃ tequila long associated with hard drinking in shots
• nowadays, tequila protected by Appellation of Origin limited to specific areas 

within Mexico … 
⁃ production in municipalities of 5 states - Jalisco, Nayarit, Guanajauto, 

Michoacan and Tamaulipas
⁃ and the category has expanded in styles offered, consumption 

widened, from straight to use in cocktails

agave
• agave, native Mexican succulent of ~200 resident species

⁃ only blue agave permitted for tequila - has high concentration of 
carbohydrate inulin, low fibre content and desirable flavour 
precursors 
⁃ as agave matures puts out a flower spike, after flowering the 

plant dies, so to grow a large heart or pina, the flower stem is 
removed as soon as it shows

⁃ most harvested at 7-10 years, pina weight 20-90 kg
⁃ it takes 7kg of agave to produce 1 litre of 100% pure 

tequila
⁃ premium tequila uses long matured agave
⁃ lower quality mixto tequila uses young agave

• where grown
⁃ two main zones of cultivation, different terroir = different tequila style

⁃ highlands - east-most region of Jalisco the best tequila comes 
from here
⁃ higher altitude, greater diurnal range
⁃ agave slower growing, larger and richer in sugar
⁃ produce a fruity tequila - green mango and poire william - 

though many say flavour can be reminiscent of wet 
cement

⁃ lowlands
⁃ produces drier, earthier more robust tequila, has vegetal, 

earthy, woody flavours, some areas show a limy note



production
• cooking

⁃ the harvested pinas are halved and cooked using steam, this 
hydrolises and converts the carbohydrate inulin to fermentable sugars - 
no enzymes needed

⁃ pinas can be cooked in two ways
1. hornos - steam heated brick ovens cook the halved pinas at 

100C for up to 2 days
⁃ some caramelisation of sugars inevitably occurs, at a low 

level this adds congeners
⁃ the cooked pinas are left to rest in the cooling ovens for 2 

more days, liquefied sugars (aguamiel) flowing from the 
softened pulp are collected for adding to the agave juice 
for fermentation 

2. autoclave - modern large-scale pressure cookers
⁃ cooking takes 6 hours rather than 2 days, but still 2 days 

resting
⁃ if cooking too aggressive, can cause burnt smoky aromas 

and potentially higher methanol in spirit - isn’t there 
temperature control, and a timer ?!

⁃ hornos vs autoclaves - traditional distillers argue autoclave inefficient in 
fully converting starch, that slower cooking better, with analogy cook 
beans in clay pot have more flavour than if cook in steel pan.

• milling
⁃ softened agave crushed to release sugary liquid, can be done in 2 

ways
1. cutters/shredders

⁃ agave shredded by rotating knives to release juice, fibres 
then washed through with water to recover residual 
sugars

2. traditional stone grinding wheel - slow

• recipe preparation
⁃ if making tequila 100% agave, juice from milling combined with 

aguamiel
⁃ if making tequila aka mixto, must use min 51% blue agave juice, plus 

up to 49% of other fermentable sugars, eg molasses or corn syrup - 
considered superior
⁃ this style created in 1930s, when demand outstripped supply of 

agave
⁃ obviously any diminution in % of blue agave used dilutes the 

agave character of the final spirit

• fermentation
⁃ yeast

⁃ commercial used for tequila
⁃ proprietary or wild yeast ferments for tequila 100% agave

⁃ usually in open topped stainless steel or wooden vessels, with added 
water, duration 1-3 days, wild ferments up to 10 days



⁃ some add agave fibres, thought to add congeners
⁃ the longer the better, to develop more congeners

⁃ produces alcoholic wash at ~ 6% abv

• distillation
⁃ typically double distilled in pot stills

⁃ tequila best when it is a low rectified, full flavoured spirit - easier 
to achieve in pots

⁃ 1st distillation produces ~30% abv, cuts may be made for heads 
and tails

⁃ 2nd distillation produces 55-60% abv, typically, with cuts for 
heads and tails 
⁃ premium quality producers wanting most agave character 

may distill to just 40% abv 
⁃ column still

⁃ continuous distillation produces more rectified spirit with less 
aroma/flavour than pot still

⁃ output sometimes blended with tequila aka mixto

• maturation
⁃ wood use

⁃ tequila is a fragile spirit, easily overwhelmed by oak and 
oxidation, depending on vessel size, even old barrels, and its 
aromas/flavours can start to disappear
⁃ so if aged, this is generally < 5 years
⁃ mostly use ex-Bourbon casks, some ex-Cognac casks, 

others use the local holm oak …. research is ongoing.

⁃ abocado (additives) to soften a new tequila, by adding one or more of 
caramel, oak extract, glycerin and cane syrup

styles
• no ageing required

⁃ blanco or plata (white or silver) - tequila 100% agave, the purest 
tequila, clear and unaged, filtered to remove any colour, bottled right 
after distillation, or after resting in stainless steel for a couple of months 
to smooth the spirit.  It shows strong agave notes which can seem 
aggressive, but a good one is complex, with citrus, floral, herbal, 
pepper and vegetal notes.  
⁃ there is a lot be said for this unadulterated style, the purists’ 

choice, which cannot hide flaws that would be masked by 
ageing.

⁃ oro or joven (gold or young) - either a mixto (min 51% blue agave) or a 
blanco softened by abocado, but is usually a cheaper mixto with 
abocado - colouring for the hue plus flavourings; alternatively 100% 
agave golds are a blend of white and reposado and/or anejo.
⁃ oros are typically young, adulterated, less expensive and 

typically used on-trade in mixed drinks.



• ageing required
⁃ reposado (aged or rested) - 100% agave, aged for 2-12 months usually 

in unspecified oak, eg large format US/French oak, ex-bourbon, ex-
whisky, ex-cognac …), smooths the spirit and gives a deeper golden 
hue than oro. 
⁃ reposado retains agave character, augmented by vanilla, oak, 

chocolate, coffee and nuts.  This is best selling style of tequila in 
Mexico.

⁃ anejo (extra aged) - 100% agave, aged in oak < 600 litres for > 1 year., 
abocado softening permitted anejos have an amber hue and have lost 
much agave character to oaky characteristics, with richer, smoother, 
more complex flavours
⁃ it is said that an anejo, whilst still showing tequila character, 

more closely resembles a cognac, rum or whisky than it does a 
blanco; as such they tend to a gateway to the category for new 
tequila drinkers, and make tequila extremely versatile.

⁃ muy anejo (ultra aged) - 100% agave, aged in oak < 600 litres for > 3 
years, sometimes up to 5, abocado softening permitted. Muy anejos 
show a mahogany hue, they are extremely smooth and complex. After 
ageing in the hot dry climate, water evaporation means that the spirit 
must be diluted, with distilled water
⁃ In blind tastings, the best muy-anejos are often taken for whisky 

or brandy.

• consumption patterns - aficionados drink 100% agave tequilas, mixtos tend to 
be used in cocktails

finishing
⁃ blending for consistent house style
⁃ reduction to bottling strength of 35-55% abv

Mezcal
Intro

• Mezcal aka mescal, is the original name for all tequila. The name for the 
product made in Jalisco stat - tequila, was adopted in the late 19th century.

• So, technically, tequila is a particular type of mezcal, but not all mezcal is 
tequila. [http://winewitandwisdomswe.com//?s=tequila] 

• Mezcal has own Appellation of Origin, covering Oaxaca State and areas 
throughout Mexico



• Most mezcal is made in Oaxaca state, mainly for regional consumption 
⁃ there are a few large producers

⁃ but best quality from tiny artisanal operations, virtually unchanged over 
generations, regarded as the people’s drink

⁃ characterised by slow to modernise family run operations, with tiny 
output, mezcal remains at the heart and soul of ancient Mexico and her 
traditions

⁃ many of the best quality small producers are marketed under the 
umbrella Del Maguey label, founded by an American distributor, Ron 
Cooper, in 1990s

• whilst production level is modest, there is growing interest in cocktail use 
• two styes

⁃ mezcal 100% agave made from 100% agave
⁃ mezcal made from mi 80% agave with up to 20% non-agave sugars

agave
• ~ 30 agave varieties are permitted for Mezcal. Oaxaca state is main 

cultivation area for preferred agave variety -  agave americana, often referred 
to as maguey; the most common used variety according to WSET, is agave 
angusifolia Haw, though other texts suggest agave potatorum and agave 
salmiana.

production - all about slow and natural processing to create flavour
• cooking

⁃ pinas are cooked in the ground, in deep conical rock-lines pits
⁃ a fire is set in the pit to heat the rock lining
⁃ pinas then loaded into pit and covered with earth cap
⁃ heat in pit cooks the agaves, and imparts a smoky character to 

the pinas, which follows through to the spirit - giving mezcal its 
unique character

⁃ the softened pinas are then commonly milled using horse-driven 
rotary stone mill

• fermentation
⁃ in open topped vessels
⁃ use of wild yeast and addition of agave fibres are common
⁃ up to 20% non-agave sugar can be added before fermentation if 

product is mezcal
⁃ ferment unhurried at 10-30 days, developing character

• distillation
⁃ double distilled, slowly, in small, mostly copper, pot stills
⁃ gives similar flavour intensity to tequila

• maturation and finishing
⁃ owing to small producer volumes, some sold unblended or s small 

batch blends
⁃ stainless steel normally used for maturation, so preserving the smoky 



character, which defines mezcal

⁃ the worm … introduced in the 1940s, again by an American, seeking 
drama to commercialise mezcal in US
⁃ worm is lava of night moth which feeds on the agave
⁃ there are two types of worms: the red, gusano rojo, which 

thrives in the root of the plant, and the white or gold, gusano de 
oro, which is found on the leaves. Today, the worms are bred 
commercially for inclusion in mezcal. 

⁃ although the worm is used as a marketing strategy, top-quality 
mezcal is generally not bottled with a worm.

⁃ a pure marketing gimmick

styles
• most mezcals are produced as mezcal 100% agave, but various fruits and 

herbs can be added to the must during fermentation, giving mezcal an 
almost infinite number of realisations. 

• mezcal can be labeled reposado or anejo, according to oak ageing, but 
many are bottled without cask ageing. 
⁃ joven (young) - typically unaged
⁃ reposado - oak aged > 2 months
⁃ anejo or anejado (aged or old) - oak aged  < 20 litres, > 12 months

• mezcal flavours - lightly smoky, nutty, caramel/brown sugar, floral, citrus, 
pumpkin, tropical fruit, dried fruit, green vegetal/celery, leathery/earthy

• abocado (additives) ca be used to soften a new mezcal, by adding one or 
more of caramel, oak extract, glycerin and cane syrup
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